
short tour description/route characteristics
The tour Allgäu-Oberschwaben 2 runs in the northern part (from Akams to Degensee) mainly on small narrow connecting roads, which are partly only single-lane. On 
these roads, there is not much traffic to be expected, but one has to be careful, as there is not always enough space to pass by.
From Sonthofen the route first heads north via Burgberg and Greggen-hofen. Then turn left towards Freidorf. There turn left again to Immenstadt. Here turn right and 
after about 2 km turn left to Akams. From there follow the signs to Niedersonthofen. Turn left and shortly afterwards right up a steep hill. After 3 km turn left. Over a few 
hairpin bends the road continues uphill. Keep left at the fork and continue via Hellengerst and Weidnau. Then turn left onto the B 12 to Großholzleute. There turn left until 
Meierhöfen. Here first straight on and shortly after that turn right towards Happach. Follow the road for 3 km until shortly before Altringenberg. Turn left here. Continue 
on narrow connecting roads 3 km via Hubers to Brugg. Turn right here and after 200 m turn left again. Continue to Gestraz and Eisenhard.

Then turn right towards Rotten. After 1 km turn left again via Höfers
to Haizen. Turn right here and follow the road for about 2 km. Via 
Alleschwende it goes on for 2.5 km. Turn left and after 700 m turn 
right again. Continue to Deuchelried. Turn sharp right here and 
continue to Ratzenried. There turn left towards Christaz- hofen. After 
400 m turn left again and follow the road for 2.5 km. Then keep left 
and follow the road until you reach the L 265, then turn left and 
continue to Kißlegg. Passing the Obersee, turn left towards Wolf-egg. 
After about 5 km - behind the level crossing - turn left - again onto a 
narrow connecting path. Follow the road to Rötenbach. There turn 
right and after 300 straight on. The road continues to Vogt. Keep left 
at the roundabout. After 700 m turn left. Pass Neuhaus and continue 
until shortly before Karsee. Turn left onto the main road and continue 
to Hannober. At the end of the village - behind the big crossing - turn 
left. Via Flüglesmühle to Amtszell. Here first turn right to the village 
centre. There turn right again and after 500 m left towards Spiesberg. 
In Brunnenhaus keep left and then immediately right again to 
Hinteressach. Keep right here and after 400 m turn left again onto a 
narrow connecting road. Via Landolz you go to Neukirch. Keep right 
here in the direction of Wildpoltsweiler. Keep left at the turn-off and 
after 1.5 km turn right again to Langnau. There (2 km after the last 
junction) turn left towards Degensee. Straight ahead to Oberreitnau. 
In Rehlings then go north on the B 12 and after a good 1 km turn right 
to Schlachters. Then turn left onto the B 308 and follow this for 2.5 
km. Turn right to Hohenweiler. There turn left to Möggers. Continue 
to Scheidegg. There you go straight on and then turn right via 
Böserscheidegg and Bremenried. There turn left to Weiler. Here turn 
right and continue to Sulzberg. There turn left over a small narrow 
road. After 3 km keep left and after another km turn right. Turn right 
at the right-of-way sign until the turn-off to Riefensberg. There turn 
left and continue to Hittisau. Turn left here and immediately left

again. Turn left again at the next junction. The route continues via Balderschwang and the Riedberg Pass to Obermeiselstein. There - immediately after the tunnel - turn 
left over a small wooden bridge to Sonderdorf and Bolsterlang. There, first turn right and then via Untermühlegg to Tiefenbach. There turn right and to the B 19, then 
left and shortly after that you will reach Sonthofen again! Total distance 235 km


